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1: SparkNotes: Jude the Obscure
Jude the Obscure is a novel by Thomas Hardy, which began as a magazine serial in December and was first published
in book form in It is Hardy's last completed novel. It is Hardy's last completed novel.

Instead, Jude, a very determined and hopeful thinker, educated himself in Latin and the classics, at home. Poor
Jude was also a weak romantic, and the conniving Arabella manipulated him into a compromising situation.
Nonetheless, Jude carried on, trying to pick up the pieces, when another woman, Sue, entered his life. She was
much like him -- thirsty for knowledge. She was an intelligent woman ahead of her time, and Jude fell in love
with her. Jude introduced her to his old mentor, Phillotson, who conveniently fell in love with Sue, too. When
Sue found out later that Jude was still legally married to Arabella, she reluctantly agreed to marry Phillotson.
This was not the end, as it should have been, of their "friendship," and their paths crossed often, which made
for a more complicated, messier story. Hence, the plot becomes tangled, as only Hardy can scheme. The
reader may have a good laugh or cry over it, whichever way seems right. Society ostracized him and Sue for
their personal choices; therefore, he later shunned religion. Meanwhile, Sue originally bucked organized
religion and traditions. But after a terrible tragedy, of which she pronounced herself responsible, she further
punished herself by submitting to religion as payment for her sinful behavior. To Sue, obeying religion was
just that: Unfortunately, man-made religion hijacked sex and marriage, and men and women abuse both acts,
including Arabella, Jude, Sue, and Phillotson. They were all guilty. To Arabella, sex was an amusement to
tempt acquiescent men, and marriage was a game to play; to Sue, sex and marriage were unjust burdens placed
on women by religion and society. Meanwhile, both male characters were completely passive and malleable
individuals, fooled by these convoluted and demented women. Love is not enough to be with whom you
endear; marriage is what should keep people together. The characters wanted to be with whom they loved, but
not in the way expected of them. Jude and Sue supposedly loved one another, but superstition kept them from
legal marriage; and in the other case, Jude did not love Arabella and Sue did not love Phillotson, and neither
did any of them honor the marriage covenant. Sue continued to tear into the linen strips I do not believe that
religion is entirely bad for society, but it must be based on truth, which Hardy does not present or know.
Religion, in his stories, is the false and man-made kind. Institutions and traditions, such as marriage, are, to
him, of the church and force people to marry or stay with someone they do not love. Hardy does not like what
the church teaches about living with someone you are not married or having sex outside of marriage. To him,
this is unjust, and he wants you to feel that in Jude the Obscure. He wants you to feel the heavy hand of
society and religion on feeble, innocent lives living in oppressive Victorian England. The marriage contract
paper or no paper is a covenant, with God as a witness. Since all characters chose to practice love and sex and
marriage in their own way, they made a mess. They made bad choices, and eventually it caught up with them.
Hardy tried to make a good case for divorce. He wanted the reader to feel empathy for Jude and Sue, who
were penalized socially for being separated from their original spouses among other things. Jude and Sue
married their spouses for all the wrong reasons; and in the s, there was no way out of that contract, without
ramifications. Hardy made society and the church responsible for such restrictive boundaries. But again,
society and the church only echo what God had long ago established. I love reading tragedy. If you have not
read Hardy, you may want to begin with a more positive experience, like Far From the Madding Crowd. If
nothing else, you will not be disappointed with his writing style.
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2: Thomas Hardyâ€™s Jude the Obscure: Summary & Analysis â€“ SchoolWorkHelper
Jude The Obscure, Thomas Hardy Jude the Obscure, the last completed novel by Thomas Hardy, began as a magazine
serial in December and was first published in book form in Its protagonist, Jude Fawley, is a working-class young man, a
stonemason, who dreams of becoming a scholar.

As the son of a local stonemason, he found himself without the family funds to pursue a formal education and
left school at the age of sixteen. It was then that he endeavored to apprentice under a local architect; a talent
that would see him go on to receive many accolades and eventually take him to London. However, despite
enjoying a successful career, he often felt out of place in his new city, largely because of his astute awareness
of how socially inferior he perceived himself to be. After five years in London, Hardy began to worry about
his health and moved back to Dorset, where he would settle in Weymouth and take up writing. A large number
of his poems and novels were influenced by Romanticism, and he had a particular fondness for anything akin
to William Wordsworth. The vast majority of his literary works focus on tragedy, telling the tale of
disadvantaged characters who battle social circumstances and, of course, love. Jude the Obscure did not
receive critical acclaim from the public, and this was largely due to the strong nature of sex, religion and
marriage. More importantly, it was considered to be an attack on the institution of marriage and caused stress
in his own struggling relationship as his wife felt it was autobiographical in nature. Many booksellers are
reported to have sold the book in brown paper bags, it is even believed that the Bishop of Wakefield set his
copy on fire. Jude has lofty dreams of attending the University in Christminster, however, having been
orphaned and raised by his working-class aunt, Jude finds himself without the necessary funds to attend such a
prestigious institution. Instead, he falls into the career of a stonemason. His scholastic dreams are inspired by
the town schoolmaster who had relocated to Christminster when Jude was just a boy. As a young adult, Jude
meets and falls in love with a local girl named Arabella. After being tricked into marrying her, he finds
himself unable to leave his hometown. However, when the marriage begins to fall apart, Arabella packs up her
belongings and moves away to Australia. It was then that Jude promised himself that he would fulfill his
dream of moving to Christminster. Unfortunately for Jude, not many share his enthusiasm when he
endeavours to enroll at the university. Jude meets Sue Bridehead, his cousin, and promises himself that he will
not fall in love with her. In a bid to keep her in Christminster, Jude arranges for Sue to work alongside
Phillotson but later regrets his decision when the two become engaged to be married. After the marriage, it
does not surprise Jude to learn that Sue is not happy with her new husband. Unable to tolerate her home life,
Sue leaves her husband and runs off to live with Jude. Both married to other people, the pair resolve to seek
divorces. However, Sue does not wish to remarry. Upon locating Arabella in Australia, so that he can finalize
their divorce, she shares with him the news that they have a son together and asks Jude to take the boy to live
with him. Together with Sue, he raises the boy and the pair soon welcome two children of their own. Jude
becomes ill, and after a long recovery, makes the decision to take his family and return to Christminster.
However, because the pair had never wed and bore children outside of the sanctity of marriage, they
experienced difficulty securing a place where they could all live together. This caused Jude to have to live in
an inn away from Sue and the children. Returning unsuccessful, the little boy laments how life would be easier
for Jude and Sue if they did not have so many children to care for. She leaves Jude and returns to her life with
Phillotson. Jude finds himself tricked into residing with Arabella once more. A little while later, he dies.
Character Analysis Jude Fawley: Jude is a young man, born and raised in the town of Marygreen. He has lofty
dreams of pursuing his post-secondary career at the prestigious university in Christminster. However,
burdened by fate, Jude was nothing more than an orphan raised by a lower-working class aunt and would
never be capable of paying for higher education. Instead, he found employment as a stonemason. Susanna is a
cousin to Jude. She is a peculiar girl, with an eclectic view towards life and education. She marries, and then
divorces, the local schoolmaster, Richard Phillotson. However, their marriage does not last. Susanna, or Sue as
she often goes by, starts a relationship with Jude and the two have two children together. Arabella is the first
wife of Jude. She, along with her mother, tricked Jude into marrying her and prevented him from moving to
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Christminster, originally. However, once her marriage to Jude begin to sour, Arabella moved to Australia.
Unbeknownst to Jude, she was pregnant at the time. She later gave birth to a son, who she sent to live with
Jude and Sue. After the boy became orphaned, she took him into her home and raised him from childhood. He
had moved to Christminster when Jude was just a young boy. It was because of Richard that Jude was so
inspired to continue to seek out a higher education. Jude introduces Sue to Richard, in a bid to find her
employment and to prevent her from leaving Christminster. However, his plan backfires when the pair become
engaged to marry. The marriage does not last, and Sue leaves Richard to move in with Jude. Little Father
Time aka. He is toted to have an old soul; more specifically, despite being young in years, the boy has the
mind of an old man. Get The Assistance You Need! If this kind of assignment is unfamiliar to you or
inspiration has suddenly left you, our writers and editors are eager to help! They love literature and know how
to handle literary tasks well. They hold degrees in Literature and are sure to provide you with an A level
assignment.
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3: The Jude the Obscure: Literature Guides - A Research Guide
Thomas Hardy's Jude the Obscure: In Hardy's Jude the Obscure, Hardy shows his views on religion and commitment to
the Church which were said to have declined in the latter years of his life. (Ingham, xxvii) Throughout the book Hardy
displays his feeling that religion is something that people use in order to satisfy themselves by giving.

So Hardy followed his advice and he did not try further to publish it. He subsequently destroyed the
manuscript, but used some of the ideas in his later work. Wessex had been the name of an early Saxon
kingdom, in approximately the same part of England. Far from the Madding Crowd was successful enough for
Hardy to give up architectural work and pursue a literary career. Over the next twenty-five years Hardy
produced ten more novels. Then in , they moved for the last time, to Max Gate , a house outside Dorchester
designed by Hardy and built by his brother. Its subtitle, A Pure Woman: Faithfully Presented, was intended to
raise the eyebrows of the Victorian middle classes. Jude the Obscure , published in , met with an even stronger
negative response from the Victorian public because of its controversial treatment of sex, religion and
marriage. Some booksellers sold the novel in brown paper bags, and the Bishop of Wakefield , Walsham How
, is reputed to have burnt his copy. The reader is forced to reconsider the conventions set up by society for the
relationships between women and men. Nineteenth-century society had conventions, which were enforced. In
a novel structured around contrasts, the main opposition is between Swithin St Cleeve and Lady Viviette
Constantine, who are presented as binary figures in a series of ways: Far From the Madding Crowd is an
example of a novel in which chance has a major role: In Hardy published his first volume of poetry, Wessex
Poems , a collection of poems written over 30 years. While some suggest that Hardy gave up writing novels
following the harsh criticism of Jude the Obscure in , the poet C. Sisson calls this "hypothesis" "superficial
and absurd". Thomas Hardy wrote in a great variety of poetic forms including lyrics , ballads , satire, dramatic
monologues , and dialogue, as well as a three-volume epic closet drama The Dynasts â€”08 , [32] and though
in some ways a very traditional poet, because he was influenced by folksong and ballads , [33] he "was never
conventional," and "persistently experiment[ed] with different, often invented, stanza forms and metres, [34]
and made use of "rough-hewn rhythms and colloquial diction". They had been estranged for twenty years and
these lyric poems express deeply felt "regret and remorse". Holst also wrote the orchestral tone poem Egdon
Heath: A Homage to Thomas Hardy in Although his poems were initially not as well received as his novels
had been, Hardy is now recognised as one of the greatest twentieth-century poets, and his verse has had a
profound influence on later writers, including Robert Frost , W. Auden , Dylan Thomas , and, most notably
Philip Larkin. He was baptised at the age of five weeks and attended church, where his father and uncle
contributed to music. As a young adult, he befriended Henry R. Bastow a Plymouth Brethren man , who also
worked as a pupil architect, and who was preparing for adult baptism in the Baptist Church. Hardy flirted with
conversion, but decided against it. The irony and struggles of life, coupled with his naturally curious mind, led
him to question the traditional Christian view of God: Once, when asked in correspondence by a clergyman,
Dr A. Grosart, about the question of reconciling the horrors of human and animal life with "the absolute
goodness and non-limitation of God", [50] Hardy replied, Mr. Hardy regrets that he is unable to offer any
hypothesis which would reconcile the existence of such evils as Dr. Grosart describes with the idea of
omnipotent goodness. Grosart might be helped to a provisional view of the universe by the recently published
Life of Darwin and the works of Herbert Spencer and other agnostics. He also showed in his writing some
degree of fascination with ghosts and spirits. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable
sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.
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4: Thomas Hardy - Wikipedia
Jude the Obscure featured Jude, a dreamer type, who aspired to get an education with the big boys; but his unfortunate
socio-economic status prevented him from taking part in the elite academic world. Instead, Jude, a very determined and
hopeful thinker, educated himself in Latin and the classics, at home.

He walks out of the village to look towards Christminster. A group of wagoners he meets reinforce the notion
that life there is lived on a higher plane. Jude writes to Phillotson for grammar guides, but is disappointed
when they do not offer simple formulas for translation. He then becomes an apprentice stonemason in a nearby
town. He is powerfully attracted to her. Arabella discusses her success with friends, who advise her to secure
such a good prospect of marriage by entrapment. Arranging for her parents to be absent, she and Jude end up
in her house alone at night â€” upstairs. Jude is only nineteen when he marries her. Jude immediately feels
trapped. They argue about the origin and the state of their marriage. Jude feels that his marriage is a disaster.
He learns from his aunt that bad marriages are a feature of the Fawley family. He thinks of suicide, then gets
drunk. When he arrives home Arabella has left â€” and she emigrates to Australia with her parents. He
wanders through the city at night, invoking the spirit of its former luminaries. Sue buys two figures of pagan
gods Venus and Apollo and keeps them in her room. They visit Phillotson, who goes on to hire Sue as an
assistant teacher. Jude is disappointed, but feels he is hamstrung because of his marriage to Arabella. He
despairs of his plans to become a student, and receives a crushing reply to a letter requesting advice from a
college Master. He resorts to drink, recites Latin in the pub, and goes back to. Marygreen, where he talks
about joining the church. She tells him she is engaged to Phillotson, who she will marry after her two years of
study. She escapes from confinement, crosses a river, and goes to Jude, who dresses her in his spare clothes.
They exchange criticisms of Christminster, and she promises not to vex him with her religious scepticism. He
visits her, even though she is very capricious towards him. He has still not told her he is married. He visits
Melchester and learns that Sue has been expelled. At the cathedral he meets Jude, who explains the truth about
what happened. Jude meets Sue and tells her about Arabella. They part as friends, not lovers. She rehearses the
ceremony with Jude in an empty church. She persuades him to stay overnight in a nearby village. He meets
Sue and they travel to Marygreen where their aunt is ill. Sue reveals that whilst Phillotson is honourable, she
regrets marrying him. They are very close, but then she capriciously makes him leave. He meets Sue for the
funeral. Sue asks Phillotson if she can go to live with Jude. They exchange notes between their classrooms
discussing the matter. They stay in separate rooms. Arabella has meanwhile asked for a divorce. Sue visits him
compassionately He asks her to stay, but she refuses â€” so he thinks to divorce her. They live together
chastely, in separate rooms in the same house. When Jude offers to see her, Sue puts up a jealous protest, and
in the end offers herself sexually to Jude if he agrees not to help Arabella. Next day Sue exchanges views on
Jude and marriage with Arabella, who is going back to her Australian husband. Sue agrees to be like a mother
to him. They go into a church to watch a religious ceremony and come to the same conclusion â€” that for
them marriage would be a dangerous and bad risk. She buys a quack love philtre from Vilbert. They secure a
church restoration commission together, but are dismissed because the locals think they are not married. Is
forced to auction the family furniture. Arabella, now a widow, meets Sue whilst she is selling ginger cakes at
an agricultural fair at Kennetbridge. She meets Phillotson, who is living in reduced circumstances. Jude
decides he wants to go back to Christminster. When the children are buried Sue wants to open the coffins to
see them one last time. Later the same day she gives birth to a dead child. She feels that their relationship has
been wrong, self-indulgent, and that she really still belongs to Phillotson. She and Jude argue over this reversal
in her beliefs. She insists that Jude leave her and that they revert to being just friends. He thinks to accept Sue
back again, and writes to tell her so. Sue announces to Jude that she is going to re-marry Phillotson, even
though she does not love him. He plans a wedding for the next day. Widow Edlin thinks it is an ill-advised
venture. They marry in a joyless manner, and Phillotson accepts that the marriage will be loveless and sexless
â€” but good for his career prospects. Arabella gets him drunk, then seduces him. She organises an all-night
drinking party, then the following morning Jude marries her for a second time whilst he is still drunk. Jude
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goes in the rain to see Sue. They reproach each other, declare their enduring love, then separate. Sue thinks she
must make the ultimate sacrifice of making herself sexually available to Phillotson â€” which she does with
great reluctance and distaste. Arabella flirts with the quack doctor Vilbert. She nevertheless goes out to the
boating party in Christminster with Vilbert. Mrs Edlin reports that Sue is worn down and miserable. Arabella
thinks that Sue will not feel any peace until death finds her.
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5: Jude The Obscure (Audiobook) by Thomas Hardy | www.enganchecubano.com
Thomas Hardy in Jude the Obscure was his last novel. Photograph: EO Hoppe/Corbis These themes lie below the
waterline, but they are perhaps the more menacing for being submerged. As the.

The marriage is a failure, and Arabella leaves Jude and later emigrates to Australia , where she enters into a
bigamous marriage. By this time, Jude has abandoned his classical studies. After Arabella leaves him, Jude
moves to Christminster and supports himself as a mason while studying alone, hoping to be able to enter the
university later. There, he meets and falls in love with his free-spirited cousin, Sue Bridehead. But, shortly
after this, Jude introduces Sue to his former schoolteacher, Mr. Phillotson, whom she eventually is persuaded
to marry, despite being some twenty years her senior. However, she soon regrets this, because in addition to
being in love with Jude, she is horrified by the notion of sex with her husband. Sue soon asks Phillotson for
permission to leave him for Jude, which he grants, once he realizes how unwilling she is in fulfilling her
marital duties to him. Because of this scandal â€” the fact Phillotson willingly allows his wife to leave for
another man â€” Phillotson has to give up his career as a schoolmaster. Sue and Jude spend some time living
together without any sexual relationship. Soon after, Arabella reappears and this complicates matters. Arabella
and Jude divorce and she legally marries her bigamous husband, and Sue also is divorced. He is named Jude
and nicknamed "Little Father Time" because of his intense seriousness and lack of humour. Jude eventually
convinces Sue to sleep with him and, over the years, they have two children together and expect a third. But
Jude and Sue are socially ostracised for living together unmarried, especially after the children are born. He
leaves behind a note that simply reads, "Done because we are too menny. Although horrified at the thought of
resuming her marriage with Phillotson, she becomes convinced that, for religious reasons, she should never
have left him. This results in Sue leaving Jude once again for Phillotson, and she punishes herself by allowing
herself sex with her husband. Jude is devastated and remarries Arabella after she plies him with alcohol to
once again trick him into marriage. After one final, desperate visit to Sue in freezing weather, Jude becomes
seriously ill and dies within the year in Christminster, thwarted in his ambition to achieve fame in his studies
as well as in his love. It is revealed that Sue has grown "staid and worn" with Phillotson. The events of Jude
the Obscure occur over a year period, but no dates are specifically given in the novel. It would seem that his
burdens exceeded his sheer ability to survive, much less to triumph. Themes[ edit ] The novel explores several
social problems in Victorian England, especially those relating to the institutions of marriage, the Church, and
education. Although the central characters represent both perspectives, the novel as a whole is firmly critical
of Christianity and social institutions in general. Jude, from his origins in Marygreen, always found religion to
be the end game of an otherwise troublesome and uninteresting life. Organized religion, as Hardy argues, is a
system which actively complicates and obstructs the ambitions of our protagonists. If one were to step back
from these tangible institutions, the more encompassing themes of faith and doubt play an equally important
role in the novel; both of these, in fact, are similar in that they are catalysts for action. Whenever a character
proclaims faith in something, that something is pursued. Similarly, when a character doubts something, that is
pursued. In the book, doubt can be viewed as a transfer of faith; whenever a character is doubting, they are
simply deciding to put their faith in something else. Because the book has no universal standard of morality or
value system, there is no black and white. Whatever the character believes in is what they pursue, whether or
not it conflicts with the beliefs of another character. In the final part of the novel, because of a change in her
beliefs, Sue discovers that she is committed only to Mr. Because she puts faith in something else, in this case
religion and therefore marriage , she takes action in a completely different direction than before. Although
Jude wishes to attend the university at Christminster, he cannot afford the cost involved in studying for a
degree, and he lacks the rigorous training necessary to qualify for a fellowship. He is therefore prevented from
gaining economic mobility and getting out of the working class. This theme of unattainable education was
personal for Hardy since he, like Jude, had not been able to afford to study for a degree at Oxford or
Cambridge, in spite of his early interest in scholarship and the classics. Through this extreme change in the
character of Sue, Hardy shows Christianity as an extraordinarily powerful social force that is capable of
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causing a seemingly independent-minded woman like Sue to be self-immolating and sexually repressed. Since
Hardy was always highly critical of organised religion, as Emma became more and more religious, their
differing views led to a great deal of tension in their marriage, and this tension was a major factor leading to
their increased alienation from one another. The novel has two incidents of cruelty to animals. In slaughtering
the pig which Jude and Arabella had diligently fattened, it was necessary to obtain a better quality of meat that
the animal be "well bled, and to do that pig must die slowly. Jude was compelled to kill a trapped rabbit by
"breaking its neck to end its suffering. In , the book was published in London under its present title, Jude the
Obscure dated In his Preface to the first edition, Hardy provides details of the conception and writing history
of the novel, claiming that certain details were inspired by the death of a woman most likely his cousin,
Tryphena Sparks in Reviews[ edit ] Called "Jude the Obscene" by at least one reviewer, [11] Jude the
Obscure received a harsh reception from some scandalized critics. Among the critics was Walsham How ,
Bishop of Wakefield ; Hardy later claimed that the bishop had burned a copy. Sisson describes this
"hypothesis" as "superficial and absurd". Lawrence , an admirer of Hardy, was puzzled by the character of Sue
Bridehead, and attempted to analyse her conflicted sexuality in his A Study of Thomas Hardy At least one
recent scholar has postulated that Jude borrowed heavily from an earlier novel, The Wages of Sin by Lucas
Malet. Cultural references[ edit ] Elements of the ITV drama Broadchurch are drawn from the life and works
of Thomas Hardy, and one character says in a police interview that he had read the book Jude the Obscure. It
began on 8 June Penguin edition, , p.
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6: SparkNotes: Jude the Obscure: Summary
Jude the Obscure, novel by Thomas Hardy, published in in an abridged form in Harper's New Monthly as Hearts
Insurgent; published in book form in Jude the Obscure is Hardy's last work of fiction and is also one of his most gloomily
fatalistic, depicting the lives of individuals who are trapped by forces beyond their control.

By doing this he creates a character who is looking for something to give him an identity. As a result of his
relationship with Mr. Phillotson who leaves for Christminster in order to become ordained , he finds religion
and feels that he can use it to help him gain an identity. Hardy feels that people should shy away from their old
ways of thinking and begin to form new opinions of their own. He feels that people should not just blindly
follow religion without deciding for themselves that this is what they want. People should not be as Jude who
becomes obsessed with religion simply because his mentor Phillotson felt this way. One of the major reasons
that causes Hardy to have these views is that he feels religion leads to hypocrisy. He feels that man has many
desires that go against the laws of religion, and these desires lead man to feel very hypocritical. These feelings
of hypocrisy then cause man to have many inner conflicts that lead to many problems. This negativity towards
religion is seen both through symbols in the book and in the plot itself. The symbols that convey this message
are the name Jude, which is an allusion to Judas Iscariot who was a traitor to Jesus. The name Jude can also be
a reference to the wandering Jew. The second symbol is Christminster. Another symbol that we encounter is
that of Samson who is symbolic of man going after women that are forbidden to him. Finally, the job Jude
chooses is also symbolic of the anti-religious attitude that is shown. The negativity towards religion is first
revealed in the name Jude. Jude is an allusion to Judas Iscariot. Judas betrayed Jesus to his enemy for thirty
pieces of silver. He later returned the money he received to kill Jesus and then went off and killed himself.
When Jude was in his younger years he had strong feelings towards religion. Jude began to move away from
God as his life progressed. This occurred when he started to feel the guilt that arose from his feelings for Sue.
He then abruptly betrays Jesus for a mere thirty pieces of silver, the price of a slave. He is very unsure of
himself and it is the hypocrisy that seems to eat away at him until he can longer take it, and as a result he ends
up killing himself. Jude is very unsure of himself when it comes to religion, mirroring Judas. At first, he wants
to be ordained, but, only because he wants to follow in the footsteps of his mentor Phillotson. He then is no
longer able to keep his religious views because he cannot live with the fact that they go against his deepest
desires to be with Sue. As with Judas, religion causes Jude to act very hypocritically. Jude wanted to be
religious, yet at the same time he wanted to remain together with Sue. Finally, Jude can longer cope with all
these feelings of guilt and confusion and he is forced to leave the Church. Thus we see that religion causes
someone to be very confused and act in a very hypocritical manner. Hardy feels that these feelings are not
necessary and could be avoided by avoiding religion. Had Jude and Sue not had the conflict of religion they
would have been able to marry each other without having any guilty feelings. The word Jude can mean the
wandering Jew. By calling the main character of the book Jude, Hardy is making a reference to a group of
people who believe in God and are classified as wandering. By using this allusion Hardy is trying to convey to
us that the path of religion is not one that has a true destination, but rather it is one of fallacy that leaves people
wandering. Literally we see him wandering from place to place to find work, and figuratively we see him
searching for his own identity. We encounter negativity towards religion by the town called Christminster.
Christminster can be broken down into Christ and minister. At first, Christminster is symbolic of a place that
is supposed to be wonderful like the world of the Church. It is likened to the Church by the phrases in which
Hardy uses to describe it. Ingham, 85 These biblical references lead us to make a religious connection between
the Church and Christminster. Christminster is also seen as a place where he hopes to fulfill all his hopes and
dreams. His desire for this ideal vision involves a rejection of reality. For his own sporadically controlled,
partially understood world, he substitutes the image of an ideal unified, stable, and understandable one. He
does this in order to escape his complicated reality. Hardy is trying to tell us that we should not fall into the
same predicament as Jude; we should not allow ourselves to run after religion as an escape to our problems
because it will only lead to hardships. Here we see that the two major goals that Jude had hoped to achieve in
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Christminster both remained unfulfilled. What Hardy is trying to tell us is that at in many instances religion
may seem to be the path to take. However, after one delves deep into the meaning of religion he finds, as Jude
does in Christminster, that while it may seem great from a distance, it is actually just filled with many
letdowns. Thus, the view on religion is: He then realizes that with his true feelings he cannot continue to
follow the Church because it would be hypocritical. What Jude is realizing is that one must choose his own
path and should not feel compelled to follow God, if he does not come to the conclusion himself. When Jude
an Arabella go walking together, they stop at an inn to drink tea. At this time Hardy makes mention of the
picture on the wall. The hanging picture is of Samson and Delilah. Samson, although a fighter for his nation,
was not someone who strictly adhered to the laws of religion. Samson showed his lack of adhesion to the laws
of the bible by sleeping with three forbidden women. Samson is thus a symbol of one going against the proper
views of the bible, as Jude. By bringing up Samson at such a time Hardy is trying to tell us something. He is
trying to tell us that even though one of the great heroes of the bible has gone and committed sin with
forbidden women, he was still able to become a hero. Hardy therefore brings this to our attention to show us
that religion is not necessary in order for one to lead a successful life. By making this reference Hardy is trying
to make Jude into a tragic hero. This is done through the mention of Samson. Hardy is saying that as Samson
Jude is also a hero. While Samson was a hero because of his strength and ability to triumph in battle, Jude is a
hero because he has the strength to fight against what society deems to be acceptable the ways of the Church.
Jude is not swayed like most by what others feel he should do, but rather he is a fighter. Hardy compares Jude
to Jesus in many instances, one of which is when Jude is angry at Sue for marrying Phillotson. This
comparison is brought up when Jude and Sue are talking about which inn to go to, in order to avoid being seen
by others. Here we have Jude intending to commit adultery with Sue and we have Hardy comparing him to
Jesus. Crucify me if you will! You know you are the world to me, whatever you do! We encounter Jude and
Sue arguing about her feelings for Phillotson. Once Jude realizes that he has caused Sue to feel bad he
immediately tries to comfort her.
7: Jude the Obscure | novel by Hardy | www.enganchecubano.com
quotes from Jude the Obscure: 'People go on marrying because they can't resist natural forces, although many of them
may know perfectly well that the.

8: Jude the Obscure - a tutorial and study guide
Jude the Obscure () was the last of Thomas Hardy's novels, and it is generally regarded as expressing his most tragic
vision of the world. The novel was subject to extensive censorship on grounds of blasphemy and indecency when it was
first published.

9: Jude the Obscure by Thomas Hardy
Jude the Obscure by: Thomas Hardy Jude the Get ready to write your paper on Jude the Obscure with our suggested
essay topics, sample essays, and more.
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